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Logistics


My office: PH 16A, 3.55 (3rd floor)
 Appointment

by email, pdd.eco@cbs.dk
 Or walk in when door is open



The first-half lecture notes can be downloaded
using the link below, right after each class:
 www.pauldeng.com/teaching/global_firm
Note: Niels will have his own way of distributing slides
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Outline


Basic facts about MNEs
7

stylized facts
 5 major issues
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Surprising Facts about MNEs - teaser


Foreign-owned MNEs employ one worker in every five (or 20%) in
European manufacturing, and one in every seven (or 14.3%) in US
manufacturing.



MNEs sell one Euro in every four (or 25%) of manufactured goods in
Europe; and one dollar in every five (or 20%) in the US.



The gross product (value added) of all MNEs was roughly 25% of the
world’s GDP in 1997.



The intrafirm trade (or trade within MNE and between affiliates) accounts
for 1/3 of world’s total trade volume.



Further, another 1/3 of world trade is accounted for by transactions in
which MNEs are in one of the two sides of the exchange.



The 700 largest MNEs account for roughly 50% of world R&D spending, or
70% of world business R&D spending (excluding government R&D).
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Further on Intrafirm Trade
 Most trade
tensions/disputes tend
to focus on nations;
The discussion of the
importance of intrafirm
trade is often missing
in news headlines.
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 1.

FDI grew dramatically in the last 15 years of the
20th century, far outpacing the growth of trade and income.
FDI
inflow

exports

GDP
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Further on Fact 1


The period of 1986-2000 saw an enormous growth of MNE
activities: the FDI inflow grew much faster than either trade or
income.



During this period, world real GDP (i.e., nominal GDP minus
inflation) increased by 2.5% per year, exports increased by 5.6% per
year, while FDI inflows increased by 17.7% per year.



However, despite the rapid growth, FDI flows remain much smaller
than trade flows: In 2001, world exports were $7,666 billion,
whereas world FDI inflows were $823 billion, or just a little over 10%
of world total exports (note the difference between growth rate and
level) – another sharp comparison: the yearly value of world exports is only
worth 2-3 days foreign exchange transactions!!!
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 2. FDI originates (or outflow) predominantly from advanced
countries
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 3. FDI goes (or inflow) predominantly to advanced
countries, but the share of developing countries has been rising
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Time Trends in FDI Inflow
The share of FDI
inflow received by the
developing and
transition economies
jumped from 24.6%
during 1998-93 to 40%
during 1992-1997, then
fell to 21.3% following
Asian financial crisis.
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Summary of FDI Flow


FDI has grown rapidly throughout the world, especially in late 1980s
and late 1990s.



The bulk of FDI flows between developed countries: In 2000,
developed countries were the source of 91% of FDI (out)flows and
also the recipient of 79% of FDI (in)flows.



80% of inflows to developing countries (including transition
economies) went exclusively to China, Hong Kong and South Korea,
with China alone accounting for 25% of the total.



One of the most interesting phenomena in the most recent decade
has been the FDI outflow (or OFDI) from China.
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Chinese FDI vs. OFDI
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 4. Mergers & Acquisitions (or M&As) account for the
dominant share of FDI flows, especially among developed countries.

 One interesting issue in this area is how the global liquidity
(and monetary policy that caused it) is related to the global M&A
waves  2011 is forecast to be a very active year in M&A history.
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 5. Most FDI is concentrated in skill- and technologyintensive industries. (Why?)
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 6. MNEs are larger in size and most of the time more
productive than those in host countries.
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 7. MNEs are increasingly engaged in international
production networks.
International production network enables MNE’s different stages of the
production of a good to take place in different countries.
Example 1

‘American’ car

30% of the car’s value goes to Korea for assembly, 17.5% to Japan for
components and advanced technology, 7.5% to Germany for design, 4% to
Taiwan and Singapore for minor parts, 2.5% to the UK for advertising and
marketing services and 1.5% to Ireland and Barbados for data processing.
Only 37% of the production value is generated in the United States.
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 7. MNEs are increasingly enaged in international production
networks.
Example 2

Bobby Doll Production

“The raw materials for the doll (plastic and hair) are obtained from Taiwan
and Japan. Assembly used to be done in those countries, as well as the
Philippines, but it has now migrated to lower-cost locations in Indonesia,
Malaysia, and China. The molds themselves come from the United States, as
do additional paints used in decorating the dolls. Other than labor, China
supplies only the cotton cloth used for dresses. Of the $2 export value for the
dolls when they leave Hong Kong for the United States, about 35 cents covers
Chinese labor, 65 cents covers the cost of materials, and the remainder covers
transportation and overheads, including profits earned in Hong Kong.”
(Feenstra, 1998, p. 35-36).
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Stylized Facts about MNEs


Fact 7. MNEs are increasingly enaged in international production
networks.
Example 2

Bobby Doll Production (continued)

“Of the $2 export value for the dolls when they leave Hong Kong for the United
States, about 35 cents covers Chinese labor, 65 cents covers the cost of
materials, …”
 In other words, Chinese workers only earn 17% of the total export value. If
we assume the final resale value in the US is $20 for a typical Bobby Doll, then
China earns merely 1.7% out of the total value chain.
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Major Issues to Be Covered
1.

Why do firms become multinational?

2.

How do MNEs organize their global activities? For example, why
some choose horizontal FDI, while others choose vertical FDI?

3.

What makes MNEs choose between export, licensing, and FDI?

4.

What is the effect of MNEs on host (or FDI recepient) countries?
And on home (or FDI originating) countries?

5.

What are the policy implications in the face of ever increasing MNE
activities?
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Examples of the Impact on Host Countries – a
comparison between Japan and China

Share of Foreign Firms in China's Manufacturing Sectors
large and medium enterprises, 1997 vs. 2004

year

number of firms %

employment %

foreign

foreign+JVs

foreign

foreign+JVs

1997

1.3%

12.6%

0.6%

2004

29.7%

55.5%

23.8%

VA %

Sales %

foreign foreign+JVs

foreign

foreign+JVs

5.3%

1.5%

14.6%

2.1%

16.3%

39.9%

19.2%

39.7%

24.9%

47.2%
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Next Time…


Firm theory in global context, read
 Oliver Hart (1989)
 Holstrom and Roberts (1998)
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